


Overview
What is Quora? And why do people come 
here?

Listen, Learn, Launch

Q&A



What is 
Quora?
And why do people come here?



A place to share knowledge and 
better understand the world.

The vast majority of 



To learn 
about the 
world



To share	

graciously



To be 
surprised



To conduct 
research



To be	

better



Reach people at key decision moments



People are actively engaged across a variety of Topics



Any guess on this trendy TV show?

1.3M Followers 

100k Questions



Game of Thrones fans flocked to Quora to discuss  
the latest episodes



300+  
million monthly 
active unique 

visitors come to 
Quora

of audience 
is in US

Quora’s rapid growth



Reach a net new audience

ComScore, August 2019
Quora Internal Data 2019

Unduplicated US Reach

15+



Listen. 
Learn.
Launch.



Too many 
people try to 
cannonball 
into the Quora 
community



Listen



1. What are people saying? 

2. What types of questions 
are they asking? 

3. Who are the top writers in 
my topic areas?

Listen



Questions on Quora are 
demand-driven



Leaders listen before launching



Search keywords	
related to your business
Quora is organized into Topics



Filter results by type, 
topics, author, and time
What type of questions are your 
audience asking?



Look for relevant topics
Take note of Topic follower counts 
• Larger Topics = more reach

• Smaller Topics = more focus



Review the Most 
Viewed Writers in 
your industry



Learn



Learn
1. What value can I add? 

2. What kind of answers 
perform well? 

3. What’s a good profile look 
like?



Look for questions 
where you can 
provide value



Study high 
performing 
answers



Review Top Writers 
profiles for 
inspiration



Don’t forget to add 
links and CTA



Launch

Rocket?



Launch
1. How do I join the 

conversation? 

2. How do I write my first 
answer? 

3. How do I promote my 
business?



Create a personal	
profile



Join the 
conversation by 	
writing helpful 
answers from a 
Business Profile 

State Bank of India



92%
"believe that 
brands have 
expertise on 
topics and add 
value to content”

2017 Time Inc Study



Answer the 
question 	
that’s asked
Don’t sell. Provide value.



Checklist for writing your first answers

✓ Better to write 5 answers over 5 days 
than 5 answers in 1 day


✓ Answer the question that is asked


✓ Provide value. Don’t sell.


✓ Format your answer


✓ Use for Footnotes for links 

     over anchor text


✓ Use images and videos (when helpful)


✓ Select a few topics to focus on


✓ Leverage existing content


Be consistent.



Why advertise on Quora?

Leaned in 
audience

High-intent In the right 
context



Example

Rocket?



DuckDuckGo is an internet 
search engine that 
emphasizes protecting 
searchers' privacy and 
avoiding the filter bubble of 
personalized search 
results.



Realized conversations 
were happening about 
their brand and 
competitors 



Gabriel started 
answering questions 
and engaging with 
audiences



• Boost distribution of organic 
content 

• More real estate to talk about 
your product in an evergreen 
way 

• Establish thought leadership 

Accelerated buzz by promoting Gabriel’s answers 



DuckDuckGo Results

9%  
CTR

1.4B 
views

74k 
new 

followers

“Quora has proven to be a valuable channel for us to 
connect and engage with a broad audience.”  
Gabriel Weinberg, CEO & Founder at DuckDuckGo



1. Joined the conversation by 
sharing their knowledge 

2. Engaged with high-intent 
audiences 

3. Established as a thought leader 
to enhance trust and reputation 

Sharing

EngagingThought 
Leader

The Quora Flywheel

Sharing

EngagingThought 
Leader



1. Joined the conversation by 
sharing their knowledge 

2. Engaged with high-intent 
audiences 

3. Established as a thought leader 
to enhance trust and reputation 

4. Accelerate the flywheel with 
Quora Ads 

The Quora Flywheel

Sharing

EngagingThought 
Leader



Recap



Get in sync with the Quora community

Question Answer

Listen
What	are	people	saying?	
What	types	of	questions	are	they	asking?	
Who	are	the	top	writers	in	my	topic	areas?

Search	questions	and	follow	Topics	related	to	business,	
&	review	most	viewed	writers	in	each	Topic

Learn
What	value	can	I	add?	
What	kind	of	answers	perform	well?		
What’s	a	good	profile	look	like?

Find	areas	to	provide	value,	study	high	performing	
answers,	&	review	Top	Writers	profiles

Launch
How	do	I	join	the	conversation?	
How	do	I	write	my	first	answer?	
How	do	I	promote	my	business?

Create	profile,	write	an	answer,	&	promote	your	
business



Create Quora Ad Account
www.quora.com/business (no credit card required)



www.quora.com/business
Resources, guides, and success stories





Q & A




